
The Team

DEVELOPER 

Canlight Realty Corporation
Canlight’s ethos is to collaborate with trusted local partners and suppliers who focus on detail and quality 
craftsmanship. As a division of The Canlight Group of Companies, Canlight Realty carefully considers the 
value a development will bring, and how it might improve a community.

The company’s development division, led by Vernon Shaw (one of the original founders of The Canlight 
Group), has been responsible for a number of highly successful projects in Southern Ontario, including the 
conversion of the renowned historical Pigott Building in Hamilton, Ancroft Place in Rosedale, Toronto as 
well as projects in Abbotsford, British Columbia and Phoenix, Arizona.

Canlight is committed to creating homes that are everything one dreams of… and to maintaining the 
professional standards which will ensure that the value of your investment is not only sustained but will 
grow in the years to come.

Milborne Group
Milborne Group is Canada’s largest and most successful pre-construction sales and consulting agency. 
Founded by Hunter Milborne, the “Dean of Condos” and CEO of Milborne Group which represents 20% 
market share of condo sales in Toronto (GTA), Hunter is returning to his hometown of Hamilton to bring 
a special project to the city’s fast changing north end neighbourhood. “We’re excited to see the recent 
resurgence of Hamilton, and feel it’s the right moment to come back, with the right team.”

Norstar
The Norstar Group of Companies is a dynamic and multi-faceted residential, retail, land development and 
construction company. Norstar has successfully developed and built more than 10,000 residential 
apartments across more than seven states in the USA and is one of the country’s largest multi-residential 
housing builders. Norstar has won numerous awards for creative financing, innovative design, & property 
management throughout the United States and Canada. Gary Silver was a Cofounder of Norstar as 
well as Chief Executive Officer for over 30 years. He has overseen the acquisition and development of 
many residential projects across both countries. His scrupulous attention to detail and deep breadth 
of knowledge are indispensable attributes to the Radio Arts development, assuring long-term project 
viability and asset growth.
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The Team

ARCHITECT

KNYMH
KNYMH Inc. is an award-winning, multi-disciplined, solutions-oriented practice, providing architectural, 
interior design, urban planning and project management services. KNYMH Inc. collaborates with public 
and private sector clients, developers, building owners, managers, and construction professionals; 
working in residential, commercial, hospitality, social services, industrial, civic, cultural and emergency 
services design.

KNYMH Inc. has designed multiple high rise, mid-rise and low rise residential condominium buildings in the 
Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area with the philosophy of developing architecture based on the needs, 
goals and values of their clients. With the commitment of responsible design and utmost respect for their 
client, they have achieved great success that can only be attributed to their dedication to building strong 
and lasting relationships with their clients over their 60+ year history.

INTERIOR DESIGNER

BAUDIT INTERIOR DESIGN
Baudit Interior Design Inc. is a full service boutique interior design firm focused on creating vibrant, 
functional spaces. Baudit’s ingenuity and creativity can be seen in the residential and commercial interiors 
they’ve designed. The talented design group have designed and managed several ARIDO award winning 
projects. Baudit strives to bring a process oriented yet flexible approach as they work diligently to 
maintain focus on overall goals and execute projects efficiently.

The Baudit team is passionate about building relationships throughout the various phases of a project and 
believes collaboration is the key to success in their work. They work alongside industry partners, 
construction professionals, building owners and managers, realty partners and private clients in both 
sectors to transform and actualize well-designed spaces.
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